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FOREWORD

This is a special technical report
prepared by ARINC Research Corporation for
Lhe Advanced Research Projects Agency under
Conbract SD-77.

This report describes a technique for
determining the reiiability of the solenoid
valves used in satellite attitude control
systems. Although ARINC Research considers
S• this preliminary effort as a step in the
right direction for predicting the reliabil-
ity of mechanical and electromechanical de-
vices, it suggests that a detailed empirical
analyses be undertaken in the near future to
more definitely confirm both the theoretical
modes of failure analysis and the theoretical
prediction technique presented herein.
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1 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

With the advent of larger and more sophisticatedsatellites, the control of their attitudes becomes an iin-

I creasingly important area requiring applicacion oi design
techniques that will assure the highest probability of a
successful mission. For instance, the success of a photo-
graphic surveillance satellite depends to a large extent up-
on the ProPer functioning s the attitude control system be-
cause "out-of-tolerance" perturba.tions result Jn poor quai-
'by photographs. The accuracy achieved is both a function
of the response time and the ability of the control system to
operate intermittently ovev an extended period of time.

A study of the past history of attitude control systems
reveals that the demands imposed on attitude control are be-
coming progressively more sti'ingent. The design of attitude
co- rol systems has progressed in complexity to a point
v re two complete systems are now required for proper con-

rol. One system, referred to as 'Vernier" control change,
controls small degrees of attitude position; another which
controls large degrecs of attitude position change, is
referred to as "coarse" control.

The "Vernier" control system is usually comprised of a
system uf "•cituij wiheels e-- -oyng th-- reaction nePfect-
an inertia wheel. The "coarse" control system generallyr consists of a cold gas reaction system employing the re-
active forces of gas, expanded through De Laval-type nozzles.

1.2 Purpose and Scope of Report

Since the success of present day satellite missi.'ns
depends heavily upon the reliability of the attitude con-
trol system, ARINC Research Corporation initiated a study
for the purpose of establishing a theoretical predic-
tion technique that is applicable to solenoid valves.



The theoretical approach was chosen because of the
dearth of available reliability information. Some of the
scant reliability data were used by ARINC Research from time
to time for comparison checks between the results obtained
theoretically and the empirical data. However, neither the
data nor the comparison resultz warranted much confidence.

It Is realized that the pressure regulator plays an
important role In a control system. However, a superficial
study of attitude control system-failure modes indicated
that the gas solenoid valve would more than likely present
the most problems, because its reliability is assumed to de-
pend almost entirely upon the ability of the solenoid valves
to contain the reaction gas supply from the outside environ-
ment. Failure of any one of the six solenoid valves to close
would constitute a system failure since the stored gas would
be depleted beforc the planned ml-3sion is Pceomplished,
Figure I is a typical configuration of a cold gas attitude
control systen.

Valves andSi Nozzles

Nitrog7en )TankNoze

JL _Pressure I......J0 PSIASI~~~~~~ Regulatorr'AI- #.0PI
3000 PSIA 15

__ ___-_ _PSIA

FIGURE 1

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION OF A COLD GAS
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
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I
Therefore, the primary oojective of this study was to

perform a theoretical analysis of solenoid valve reliabil-
ity and to develop a theoretical prediction method by which
solenoid valve reliability could be determined. A secondary

application of solenoid valves for the attitude control of
satellites.
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2. FACTORS AFFECTING SOLENOID VALVE RELIABILITY

2.1 Direct Lift vs. Plloý-Operated Valves

For long orbit life requirements, the attitude control
solenoid-valve3 will operate a large number of times
while performing the s'abilizing function for the mal.ellite,
which tends to oscillate continuously about its control
axes. Figure 2 is a schematic which shows the control axes
of a satellite.

Pitch

Yaw

Roll Roll

SReaction
Force

Yaw

Pitch

FIGURE 2

TYPICAL ATTITUDE CONTROL AXY.S
FOR CONTROL JETS
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S~The gas-control valves used for satellite attitude-

control are generally direct-lift valves using the electro-

~~mechanical force of a solenoid to actuate the valve,. I

Occasionally 'lie pilot-operated valve is employed, although
it is designed primarily for high-flow rate and high-
pressure differential applications. Therefore, because most
cold gas reaction attitude-control systems employ low-flow
rate and low-pressure differential valves., this study con--
cerns only the direct-lift valve which is designed primarily •i

L

for su:ch applictions. The reults obtained fr~om a srudy of
direct-lift valves can also be applied to the pilot-operated•
valives since, in each type, the modes of failure are identical.

A direct-lift solenoid valve, as tlhownj in Figure 3, is •
composed of the following components: body; valve seat;
poppet with integral armature; solenoid for the activating
force; return spring. -

0 .

Solenoid

r~ ~L

ReuiSpring- /
Poppet/Armature aInlet-

Seat *\ - Body ••

Outlet

FIGURE, 3

TYPICAL DIRECT LIFT SOLENOID VALVE •

NI



Although there are many different types of direct lift
valves, they were considered to be identical for the pur-
poses of this reliability study since each contains a poppet
and seat, which components are the main reliability consider-
aticn at this time. Figure 4 shows a few of the predominate
poppet and seat comoinations used Jn valves, and various
combinations of poppet and seat arrangements used for effec-
tive sealing. Figure 4(a) illustrates a metal-to-nonmetal
sealing surface; figures 14(b) through 4(f) illustrate metal-
to-metal sealing surfaces.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to analyze the
potential reliability level of each poppet and seat combina-
tion shown. However, there are combinations which wtll
exhibit a higher reliability fop a opecified application and
which should be carefully co.n.idered. For exampie: the
"insert seat, " If pronerly installed, will allow the body
of the valve to be constructed of a light-weight metal, such
as alaminum, wn. 'h has low-strength properties, and the seat
to be made of some tough, durable, high-strength alloy steel,
Another example would be usi of the "conical poppet" for a
high-shock environment as it affords better alignment between
the poppet and seat.

When a gas reaction-control system is applied to the
attitude control of a satellite, the design of the system
must be such that the reaction gas-supply can meet the
mission requirements within close limits. An oversupply of
gas would impose problems of both weight and size upon the
satellite. Thus, an early depletion of the reaction gas
would result in mission failure for a satellite that depends
on attitude control through cold-gas reaction for mission
accomplishment.

I.When not in ube, the solenoid valve is required %o seal
the gas supply in the attitude control system against the
vacuum conditions of outer space, as shown in Figure 1. it
is also required to operate a countless number of cycles
while stabilizing the satellite during long mission times.
It, therefore, is a major reliability item in the attitude
control system.

The theoretical application of the solenoid valve "or
attitude control of a satellite may appear to be quite
simple at first glance. However, because it imposes many

I reliability problems which are difficult to analyze, the
converse is true. The maJor difficulty stems from the fact
that most solenoid valve manufacturers avoid the challenge

I1
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(a) Raised Seat,
Insert P ?ppet

q'rUq

(b) Conical Poppet, (c) Conical Poppet,
Chamfered Seat Insert Seat

(d) Spherical Poppet, (e) Spherical Poppet, (f) Spherical !-,npet,
Chamfered Seat Insert Seat Spherical Seat

FIGURE 4

POPPET AND SEAT COMBINATIONS GENERALLY USED
IW SOLENOID VALVES
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of manufacturing a valve which will meet a longevity
specification, thus limiting the compilation of data on
solenoid valve failure. The situation is further compli-
cated by thn iinfnc'ptPPn nrohlpms of outer space environment.

The majority of the manufacturers contacted by ARINC
Research for Information pertaining to this study could only
guess the expected life of solenoid valves. The reason for
this is their reluctance to conduct tests of sufficient dura-
tion to establish the level of reliabiiity attained aftcr
extended cycles of operation.

At the beginning of this study, all solenoid valves
were expected to exhibit a typical, or average, expected
life. This hypothesis was negated by the data which were
compiled and evaluated. They indicated that the life of a
solenoid valve depends to a large extent on its particular
application.

As a result of the preliminary study, the derivation of
a set of theoretical equations was deemed necessary, based
on general operating conditions that would apply to any
solenoid valve application for calculating the expected life
of the valve.

I
| Limited data obtained from various manufacturers have

tentatively supported the assumption that the life of a
solenoid valve primarily depends upon the poppet and seat.
As a given probability exists that the solenoid and the re-
turn spring will fail during the life of the valve, it ie
i.ecessary to theoretically analyze the reliability aspects
of the poppet and seat, using empirical failure-data for the
solenoid and spring.

2°2 Factors Affecting Poppet and Seat Reliabilityr

Preliminary investigations indicated that the life of a
poppet and seat are affected by three fundamental variablec,

I namely: responsa time: impact stress; and repeated stress.

1 2.2.1 Response Time

The response time is the first major aspect affecting
the reliability of a solenoid valve. It can be defined as:
the time required to open, upon activation of the solenoid,
and the time required to close, upon deL.ccivation of the
solenoid. The response time of a solencid valve is a
function of the following variables:

9
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(1) mass of moving parts,

(2) pressure differential,
(3) armatare travel,

((4) coil winding,

(5) applied current,

(6) friction of moving parts.

The response time can be devcribed by the-- following- >
ele!.ientary dynamic equations.

W
F -- a

Equation (I)

where

a -2d
t 2

d = distance traveled (feet)

t = time (seconds)

W = weight (pounds)

g = acceleration due to gravity (feet per
second, squared)

F = resultant force (pounds)

Then, by substitution and transposition, the response time
is

t = 1.4 ( Equation (2)

Applying equation (2) to the general case of direct-
lift solenoid valves, as shown in Figure 3, an approximation
of the response time -- open and close -- can be made if
friction, buildup and decay time of magnetic flux in the
solenoid, and flow turbulence are not considered.

10
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Response time to open is given by the equation:

to= 1.4 ( W d / Equation (3)

-F g
where

Wo = (weight of the armature + spring preload +
0° force of pressure differential on tne

orifice area)

d = distance traveled by armature

Fo = magnetic force of pull-in of the solenold.

Response time to close is given by the equation:

(Wd 1/2
t =1.4 Fc Equation (b)

where
I | Wc w"ight of t armature

d = distance traveled by armature

Fc = spring force + dynamic force of gas on piston.

I Equations (3) and (4) were employed to calculate the
response time of a number of solenoid valves of different
types, and tne calculariontu u1ve comtpared w"th ..rre9.ondig-,I test results. The results of the equations proveO to be
accurate within + 3 milliseconds. When using those equations,
the dynamic reacrion of the flow of gas through the valve wasassumed to equal zero. Therefore, were the dynamic reactions
considered, it is hypothesized that the results obtained would

Shave been in closer agreement with the actual test data.

Since the instantaneous velocity (v) is equal to the
acceleration (a) multiplied by the time (t), the above dis-
cussion emphasizes the fact that response time is a critical
funct..on in the life of solenoid valve. The effects of re-
sponse time on reliability are discussed in more detail. in
Section 4.

11
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2.2.2 Impact Stress

It is common knowledge that loads applied suddenly and
with a finite velocity, produce much greater stresses than if
applied gradually. Therefore, it is theorized, the impact
force between the seat and poppet produces the major stress
in a solenoid valve.

A mathematical analysis of the impact stress between
the seat and poppet of a solenoid valve follows.

Dimensional Terms

Wp = weight of the poppet, lb.

Ao = orifice area* in. 2

A seating surface normal to the impinging forces*, in.2

Fs = spring preload at the closed oosition*, lb.

Fp = pressure differential* (Pu-Po) times orifice area*
(Ao), lb.

g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2

A = deflection of the materials, ft.

v = velocity of the poppet and instant of contact which is
equal to the distance* (d) traveled by the poppet
from the open to the closed position multiplied by
2 and divided by the response time (t) to close
(d = 1/2 vt), ft/sec.

E = modulus of elasticity, lb/in 2

e = strain, in/in

L = theoretical depth of the poppet and seat affcted
by the impacting force, ft.

S = impact stress, lb/in 2

* See Figure 5

12
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I FIGURE 5
I VALVE POPPET AND SEAT NOMENCLATURE

FOR jtESPONSE TIME AND STRESS CALCULATIONS
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A material, when resisting an impact load, is assumed
to act in the same way as when resiscing a gradually applied
(static) load: in other words, stress is proportional to strain
until the proportional limit is reached. Therefore, the worK
(U) absorbed by a material may be expressed as a force (F)
ti.mes tne total deformation AT (see Figure 6a, illustrating
L,.at work equals the erea OAB up to the proportional limit).

ExcuAing thcý resulta-t work performed by the springý
during the expansion through a deflection (A ), and assuming
a linear poppet-velocity closing (v), the equation for the
resultant work (U) done by the weight of the poppot (11 ), the
spring preload (Fq), and the pressure force (F n, through a de-
flection ( AT) can be written as follows:

U = P + 'sT+ ' FPAT

2g 2 2

When equilibrium is established, the poppet and seat will
absorb the resultant work (U) which is equal to one-half the
product of the resisting force (F) and the deflection (AT).
Therefore

!Z + FAT FpAT 'T

2g+ 2-+ 2 - F2

or

WP2+ AT(Fs + Fp •T•
.g TF F T Equation (5)

14



F Stress Area- (A)

PoppetI A "/- ,i

T 1 A1
__ _t A2 t

Deformatton,A Seat
F

I(a) (b)

FIGURE 6

WORK, FORCE, AND DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE POPPET AND SEAT OF A SOLENOID VALVEI

|
"The stress areas are assumed to be equal and, from the

general relationships, stress (S) equals the force (F) divided
by the area (A), then FAT

or ST-or
1;A.T ATSA

Then equation (5) becomes

I Wv 2 + AT(Fs + F) ATSA

or

W + F4+-- = S Equation (6)

' I The deflection shown in Figure 6(b), (AT) is equal to the deflectioi
in the seat (A2 ) plus the deflection in the poppet (A1); therefore

1AT = A + A 2 Equation (7)

15
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Assuming the stress ,n the poppet and seat to be equal,
S1 = S 2 = S; then from the relationship AT = SL/E, equation (7)
becomes S(L E2 + L2E1 )

2Equation (8)

substituting equation (8) in equation (6), then

W v2 EEi2 F + F

or

W v 2 E E S(F +)
S2 gA 12+ + sA Equation (9)

Assuming the following:

F +F WV E Ei2= CI and gP(• 1 E2+L 2 i) =2 C

Substituting C1 and C2 and equating to zero, equation (9)
becomes

S 2 - c1S - C2 = 0 Equation(lO)

From tne quadratic formula, tne impact stress (S) in equation
(10) is

S 1 F (C2 + 4C2)1/2 Equation (1)

The maximum stress is to be found and, upon substituting tuld
equivalents for Ci and C2 in equation (11), the impact stresd (S)
is equal to

F s+F [F +F ý2 4WV 2 E 1E2 1/

S +[( --P4 +~ + j } Equation (12)

if the materials used in the poppet and seat are identical, then
EI 2-' and equation (12) becomes

16
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stF -F 4W v2E 1/i2}

Since equation (12) hae the ±engths L. and L, fcr the depth of
the poppet and seat effected by the impact force, the degree
of confidence placed in equation (12) depends largely on the
accuracy with which the lengths L1 and L2 were determined.
As accurate approximations of L and L2 require extensive

stress analyses, the following assumptions were made toete.-m'ne I and I2 In order to stay within the boundaries ofUe uuL, LUI1 CLL in o2e Jyththis study:

1. The following relationships, employing basic stress
analysis equations in association with Figure 6(b),
have been establishcd.

L T L1 +L2

S1 2 = S

e T----I +-..2

2. Using equation (6) and substituting the lowest
exhibited yield-stress of the materials involved as
the impact stress (S), an approximate deflection

- - -(AT) can be calculated.

3. Substituting the calculated (AT), from Item 2, and
the equivalents given in Item 1, in the general
relationships LT = AT/ET then, A

LT =L1 + L2 = + +E 2

4. For most cases L can be assumed to equal L., then

L 2 =L 2 = AT

Since the stress area is assumed to be the seating surface
between the poppet and seat, it is important to point out that

BF, Fp, and Wp must be calculated for the surface normal to the

applied force.I
I
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2.2.3 Repeated Stress

Since the solenoid valve in an attitude control system for
a satellite will require many cycles of operation, the effect of

rcpeated load on a material must be defined.

A repeated load is a force that is applied many times to a
member causing continually varying stress in the material, v-u-
ally through some definite range. If a stress is developed in
a member and then released, the member is said to have been sub-
jected to a cycle of stress.

Stress analysis literature often refers to the fatigue
strength of a material as its ability to resist repeated stress.
Ea:ly in the study of strength of materials (especially metals),
analysis of the empirical data revealed that members usually
failed (fractured) under repeated loads of much smaller magni-
tude than static loads that caused failure. The mode of failure
of a member caused by repeated loads can be classified as a
gradual or progressive fracture. The fracture appears to stai.t
at a point where the stress is highest -- the center of a con-
centrated or highly localized stress. When the load is repeated
enough times, a small crack appears and gradually spreads until
the member ruptures without measurable yielcing as a whole.

The tendency of materials to fracture uMer repeated stress
conditions increases with the maximum stress applied and with the
range of stress. Stressing a material from zero to maximum stress
is more destructive than stressing, say, from one-half maximum
stress to maximum stress. For any given stress thus produced
above a certain critical value, a waterial will fracture after a
sufficient number of cycles, As the applied stres: is decreased,
the number of cycles required to produce failure increases; and,
when the stress is equal to or less than the critical value men-
tioned, the material appears to be able to withstand an inde-
finitely large number of cycles. This critical stress is the
endurance limit.

The behavior of a material under repeated stress is well
represented by the so-called S-N diagram, which Is a graph plot-
ted with the unit stress(s), as ordinates, and the number of
cycles (n) produacing fracture, as abscissas. Such a graoh, as
shown In Figure 7, starts at the stress corres,'ronding to :ne
static ultimate strength and slopes downward until it becomes
horizontal at the endurance limit.

The transition may be abrupt, in which case the endurance
limit is sharply defined; or it may be gradual, in which case
the endurance limit may be vaguely defined or even nonexistent.
The number of stress cycles necessary to establish the endurance
limit varies according to the material.

18
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FIGURE 7

CONVENTIONAL S-N DIAGRAM FOR THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN UNIT STRESS AND NUMBER OF STRESS CYCLES

Some metals, notably certain light alloys, have no
true endurance limit; their S-1N diagrams never become quite
horizontal. The endurance strength for any number of cycles
can be ascertained from the S-N diagram. if available. If
the endurance strength s, for a number of stress cycies n,
is known, then the endurance strength s2 for n 2 cycles can
be estimated by using an assumed equation for the S-N
diagram.

A solenoid valve has a repeated stress governed by the
degree of jzapact between poppet and seat. Materials ,
repeated stress conditions exhibit a cycle-life correspond-
ing to the degree of stress. Therefore, the life of a
solenoid valve is governed by tfe inpact stress and the
metallurgical effects from repeated stressing of the appli-
cable materials used in the poppet and seat. The effects of
the repeated impact stress on the life of a solenoid valve
are given in the following discussion.

19
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S3. RELIABYLITY ESTIMATE FROM IMPACT STRESS
AND T1E EFFECTS OF REPEATED STRESS

The f3regoing discussion on repeated stress leads tv the
assurptlo, that an An uc- z . sress cLad. be u...... w4
applicable S-N diagram for the pred'c,-ion of the life
expectancy of a mechanism.

A survey of published literature shows that industry's
approach to the prediction or the expected life of mechanical
parts has been by theoretical analysis and that the results
obtained by this method are favorable.

I During the survey an attempt was found to have been
made in predicting the expected life of gears by applying the

I compressive stress between mating gear-teeth to applicable
S-N diagrams. The diagrams were for materials in compressive,
nonreversed loading. The compressive stress created by the
dynamic loading between mating gear-teeth was calculated
from a theoretical analysis similar to the one contained in
the discussion on impact stress presented in Section 2.2.2.
However, the compressive stresses used in this life-prediction
attempt were modified by factors that considered the lubri-
cation between teeth, mating surface conditions, and the
galling tendency of mating materials where the modification
factors were determined by extensive laboratory tests.
Furthevinore, the S-N diagrams were used to indicate failure
of the mating surfaces (pitting, spalling, or flaking off of
material), and, therefore, excessive backlash. Complete
failure, or braaking-off of the teeth, was assumed to follow

I in a very short period of time (I to 3 hours).

The results of the above attempt showed that the compres-
sive stress, modified by the appropriate modification factors
and the applicable S-N aiagram, yielded an accurate eat mate
on the expected lfe of a gear when compared to actual rest
results. In the ARiNC Research study, the inability to close,
or seal off, the pressurized gases to the outside environ-
ment is assumed to constitute failure of a solenoid valve.

I A valve's ability to seal off a gas depends on continuous
consistency of the surface conditions of the poppet and seat
sealing-areas throughout operation. The first indications of
stress-cycle failure are minute surface cracks, spalling or
flaking away of surface material, and permanent deformation.
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Therefore, the impact stress versus the applicable S-N
diagram can be assumed to give an approximate prediction on
the expected life of a solenoid valve. For example, a valve
with the seat and poppet made of 2024-T4 aluminum alloy, which
exhibits an impact stress of 55,000 psi would, as calculated
from equation (12), have a life ofý approximately 16,000 cycles
from the applicable S-N diagram. See Figure 8.

Ordinarily, the above hypothesis would have been proved
valid by a comparison of numerous different valve applications
with corresponding life test data. This, however, would have
involved a time requirement far in excess of the time allotted
to this study. Consequently, only a small number of valves
were theoretically compared with the actual life test data.
In all instances, the theoretical life prediction was in close
agreement with the actual life. For valves vrith an actual
life of 20,000 cycles, the results were within 3,000 cycles;
and, for valves with an actual life of 1,500,000 cycles, they
were within 200,000 cycles. The assumed stress area and length,
unknown surface conditions, and cold working are believed to
be responsible for the error.

When the above method is used for a poppet and seat com-
bination made of two different materials, it must be remem-
bered that '-he impact stress is to be used with the S-N dia-
gram of the material which yields the least cycles-to-fail-
ure because the impact stress, equation (12), is based on the
modulus of elasticity of two bodies.
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FIGURE 8

S-N CURVE OBTAINED FROM LIMIDTESTS OF A TYPICAL OGOUP
OF 2024-T4 SPECIMENS AXIALLY LOADED, ST."XSSD 1 IN COMPRESSION
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4. THE VARIABLES AFFECTING THE RELIABILITY
OF THE SEAT AND POPPET

As stated previously, all solenoid valves may exhibit
a typical expected life, but, after compiling and evaluating
data, solenoid valves were found to exhibit lives dependent
upon the particular application. The discussion on impact
and repeated stress, Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, supports the
statement that the life depends on the particular application
since many variables can affect the impact stress between the
poppet and seat. Therefore, an analysis of some of the im-
portant variables that can reduce the expected life during
operition or cause an erroneous estimate of the expected life
is necessary. Although the variables are obviously numerous,
the major and most critical ones are: poppet velocity; poppet
travel; material used in the poppet seat; pressure differen-
tial; temperature; and space application.

4.1 Poppet Velocity

Since equations (3) and (4) use time (t) and distance
(d), the velocity (v) at the instant of impact can be found
for equation (12) from the equation v - 2d/t. Thus, a d'crease
in time causes an increase in velocity for equation (12),
thereby increasing the impact stress between the poppet and
seat.

The above statement and a typical S-N diagram demonstrate
that the expected life of a valve will decrease/increase with
the decrease/increase of the response-time-to-close.

For example: when the equivalent (2d/t) is substituted
for v 'in equation (12), then

2316d2W EE 1
taA(L I LHE2)+JL /
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If all variables, except the response time (t), are held constant
in the aforementioned equation, and (t) is decreased, then the
impact stress is increaned (see Figure 8) thereby yielding
a progressively shorter life-cycle. Furthermore, when all
variables are he"'d constant in a valve application, except
the response time (t), the variation in the life cycle corres-
ponds to that in the response time, as shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9

RESPONSE TIME VS. CYCLES TO FAILURE
OF A TYPICAL SOLENOID VALVE DESIGN

WITH ALL OTHER VARIABLES CONSTANT

4.2 Poppet Travel

The distance traveled by the poppet from the full open
position to the closed position constitutes the distance (d)
in equation (12). Thus, with all other factors held constant
except (d), an increase in distance will decrease valve life,
while a decrease in distance will increase valve life. This
statement can be substantiated by the use of the procedure
outlined in the discussion on velocity, Section 4.1.

An exemple of the effect of poppet travel on valve life
is slown in Figure 10.
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POPPET TRAVEL VS. CYCLES TO FAILURE
OF A TYPICA.L SOLENOID VALVE DESIGN
WITH ALL OTHER VARIABLES CONSTANT

4.3 Temperature vs. Reliability

I Fatigue tests of materials have proved that the cycle-
life varies inversely with the temperature. Figure 11 shows
the S-N curves for a typical material application at various
temperatures. It also demonstrates that, whern the impact
stress between a poppet and seat is calculated at a tempera-
ture of T1, and the temperature rises to T2, with the impact
stress held constant, the increase in temperature shortens
the life. It is necessary to use the material S-N curve
that has been obtained at a temperature approximating that
which the control valve will experience while in orbit.

I 4.4 Static Load

I Figure 12 shows that on the poppet and sea'; of a valve,
a relationship exists between the static load, the leak rate,
and the reliability. Although the curves shown are generalized,
because no specific data 4ere available, it is theorized that
a reliability trade-off exists between the three variablespresented above, and it can be made upon proper analysis.

I
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Reversed-bending fatigue data on
100 -N-155 alloy steel
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FIGURE 12

TRADE-OFFS AFFECTING RELIABILITY, LEAK RATE, AND LOAD
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As might be expected, examination of the load curve
reveals that, as the load between the poppet and seat ie in-
creased, the leak rate will decrease to some point beyond
which any further load increase results in no measurable
leac-rate decrease. It is, of course, desirable to load the
poppet as much as practicable in order to produce a-valve
with the smallest possible leak rate, but this may lead to
the life-cycle problems discussed in the following paragraphs.

The reliability curve illustrates that an .initial in-
crease in reliability will result when the load is enlarged,
but that this increase is not a monotonic function. On the
contrary, a point exists where a further increase in the
static load between the poppet and seat will rusult in an
ever-decreasing reliability. The shape of the reliabil.ty
curve can be explained as follows: As the load is increased,
the observed reliability first increases because the leak
rate is graduallly being reduced; howevcr, the reliability
curve soon reaches an apex where it remains constant for aI period and then, as more load is applied, it decreases or'
falls off rapidly. This occurs because the increase in
load produces local stresses that fatigue the material used
for the poppet and seat. Thus, to withstand cycling, the
valve should have the smallest possible leak-rate which, in
part, is a function of the static load. On the other hand
if the static load is extremely large, then the number of
cycles that the valve can reliably perform will be relatively
small. Therefore, it is necessary to know, within reason-
able limits, either the number of cycles that the valve
will be required to operate or the leak rate which will be
acceptable so that a trade-off can be made that will effectively
produce the optimum reliability.

4.5 Space Application

4.5.1 Precycling

S~ARINC Research has defined one of the failures of -she
solenoid valve as the inability of the poppet and seat o

effectively seal the contained gases in a pressurized
system from the outside environment. The analysis of the
compiled data acquired for this study revealed that a solenoid
valve exhibits a continuous leakage rate at an outlet pressure

g approaching the vacuum conditions of outer space. An average
of the leakage rates versus the number of cycles at various
inlet pressures and approximate outer space vacuum-condition
outlet-.oressures is shown in Figures 13 and 14 for solenoid
valves having metal to metal and nonmetal to metal sealing
areas.

2
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FIGURE 13

AVERAGE SOLENOID VALVE LEAKAGE RATE VS. NUJMBER OF CYCLES
WITH METAL TO METAL SEALING, AVERAGE OF VARIOUS INLET
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FIGURE 14

AVERAGE SOLENOID VALVE LEAKAGE RATE VS. NUMBER OF CYCLES,
WITH NONMETAL SEALING, AVERAGE OF VARIOUS INLET

PRESSURES, AND APPROXIMATE 0 PSIA OUTLET PRESSURE
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The main purpose of Figures 13 and 14 is to show theI effects of "wear-in" on the leak rate of a poppet and seat.
As might be expected, the cffects of ,-ear-in are more pro-
nounced for the metal-to-metal than for the nonmetal-to-
metal poppet and seat. This is, more or less, an intangible
aspect of poppet and seat reliability but an important con-
sideration, nevertheless, for, by precycling the v_1ve, the
leak rate can be stabilized within close limits, leav.ng
only the effects of wear to increase it.

4.5.2 Materials

The effect of the space environment on the materials
of solenoid valve-parts is difficult to ascertain. However,
one known phenomenon that may directly affect the life of
a solenoid valve is the evaporation of materials due to a
vacuum. If the materials making up the poppet and seat
should evaporate at a high rate, the results would be obvious.
Figures 15 and 16 show the effects of a vacuum on some
metals and nonmetals.
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FIGURE 15

THEORETICAL EVAPORATION OF SuME METAL3 IN A VACUUM
AT APPROXIMATELY 10-1 TO 10-1 MILLIMETERS OF MERCURY
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FIGURE 16

WEIGUII' LOSSES FOR SOMF NON.KPjk.S I4 A VACUUM
AT APPROXIMATELY 10-9 TO 1O-• MILLIMETERS

OF MFRCURY

The materials listed in Figures 15 and 16 are seldom, if
ever, used in the fabrication of valves. However, because
they are vulnerable to the evaporation phenomenon a reason-
able assumption is that the materials used in valves would
also be affected. If this hypothesis is correct, then a
safety margin should be added to the calculated gas supply.
ARINC Research has been unable to ascertain the magnitude of
.the percentage which should be used as a safety factor, but
an increase in the gas supply of somewhere between 6-8% is
believed to be satisfactory provided the materials utilized
in the valve are stainless steel and/or aluminum.
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5. COMB~iJED RELIABILITY

5.1 Statistical Aspect

The previous sections have been mainly concerned with
the development of a theorettcal technique for predicting
the reliability of the poppet and seat combination.
Although these play a large role in valve reliability, other
part reliabilities must alho be consi.dered. These parts, as
discussed in Section 2.1, are: electrical solenoid, spring,
poppet and seat.

I In order to predict the reliability of a solenoid
valve, the reliabilities of the parts described above must
be combinedl but, before this can be done, the failure-
density function, the mean lives, and/or the failure rates
of these parts must first be determined so that the failure-
density function can be properly combined. The end result
of this reliability approach produces a probability-of-

I survival curve for a specified period of time. ARINC
Research Corporation favors the probability-of-survival
method for displaying mechanical reliability results because
this type of presentation affords flexibility.

1 5.2 Part Reliabilities

I 5.2.1 Solenoid and Spring

The reliability aspects of the solenoid and spring have
been combined in this section because each is expressed as a
failure rate and each is assumed to be best described by the
exponential failure-density function. The purpose of c.-ign-
ing a failure rate to the spring is simplification of the
realiability prediction. Ordinarily, the failure-density

3 function of a spring is normally distributed because it
results from a fatigue-failure phenomenon. This simplified
exponential assumption is justifiable because most springsI are designed to operate within the endurance limits of the
spring materials and, therefore, fatigue failures are not
likely to be observed until about 107 - lO cycles of opera-
tion. These cycles-to-failure are well beyond the expected
life of most valves.
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A failure rate is assigned to cover the small probability
that the spring has been improperly manufactured or in-
spected and, hence, will dw,-hit an carly catr, a-- o.phi..
failure. See Table 1.

TABLE 1

ESTIMATED FAILURE RATES AND MEAN LIVES
OF SOLFNOID VALVE PARTS

Estimated Estimated Estimated
Part Number Failure Rate Mean Life Mean Life
Type (Failures/Hr.) (Cycles) (Hours)

Solenoid 1 36 x 10-6

Spring 1 5 x 10-6

Poppet &
seat 1 16,000* lC 6

* Computed as described in Section 3.

** Hypothetical estimate of 10 cycles per hour.
(This should be the same estimate used to
calculate attitude control gas supply.)

The electrical solenoid failure-rate, shown in Table 1,
is an AR.INC Research published figure which was obtained
from data collected in the field. These data are best de-
scribed by the exponential failure-density function and,
since the solenoid (discounting the armature) has no moving
parts, this seems reasonable.

5.2.2 Poppet and Seat

The method developed in Section 3 for predicting the life
of a poppet and seat yields an answer in terms of a mean life.
It does not take into account the variability of occurrence,
which is a function of the type of distribution associated
with the particular wear-out phenomenon. It is generally
agreed that the wear-out phenomenon of simple devices can be
best desuribed by the normal distribution and this is hypothe-
sized to be true also of the poppet and seat. The 3tandard
deviation, (0 = 7,200) is a best estimate resulting from an
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analysis of fatigue-failure data of materials recently
investigated by ARINC Research in an earlier mechanical-
wear study.

As mentioned in Section 5.1, the individual part
reliability must be combined to reflect a true picture of
the entire device. Table 1 summarizes the part reliability
data poesented in Sections 3 and 5.2.2 for the solenoid
valve. It shows that two exponentially distributed func-
Lions mast be combined with one normally distrib--ut-ed funC.-
tion. The analysis of the examples prov-ded, which are
illustrated in Figures 17, 18, and 19, was made by a simiple,
straightforward method that follows the conventioocJ pattern
of analysis used by most electronic reliability-prediction
groups. The probabilities of stirvival for the parts are
computed as shown in Figures 17 and 18. The overall relia-
bility function, R(t), for the entire solenoid valve is
obtained as a function of the equation presented in

I Figure 19.

R-A lt - A2 t -tZ .

R=e .e e

Zi= 5.0 x 0o-6I +36.0 x 10-6 or 41.0 x 10-6

R e -. 000041t

t .Oooo41t e-. 000041t

0 0.000 1.000
4000 0.164 0.935

8000 0.328 0.720

12000 0.492 0.612

16000 0.656 0.519

24000 0.984 0.386

32000 1.312 0.271

FIGURE 17

RELIABILITY CONSIDERING ONLY PART FAILURES
BY AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONj (Springs, Solehoids)
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FIGURE 18

RELIABILITY C0%.SI0ERflNO ONLY PART, FAIVJRES DESCRIBEZD BY A NORMAL DISTRIjIUTION
(Poppet and Scat)
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6. CONCLV3IONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ý61Conclusions

A technique is presented for dietermining the reliability
of solenoid valvesei A-re-A L. .. tGl~-

~ ýelieved thsef fort týýe a step 4k
toward the prediction of the reliability

of mechanical and electromphbanical devices. However, a de-
taliea empii.cal analysis should be performea in the near

futureAt tiier refute or substantiate the theoretical
modes of failure analysis as well as tho theoretical pre-
diction technique p nted. ti-

-The present effort did not include this highly desir-
able aspect because of time limitations An empirical
analysis should include considerations 'uch as the effects
of vacuum conditions, temperature, wear compatibility be-

I tween unlike materials, and stress concentration between
I .eat and poppet.

6.2 Recommendations

I As a result of this study, ARINC Research Corporation
recommends the followijg procedure for achieving maximum
valve r•clb•-,-lity:

1. Precycle the valve

I (a) 100 cycles for metal-to-metal sealing

I (b) 20 cycles for metal-to-nonmetal seal~ig

2. Pretest the valve to determine the actual
leakage rate, simulating the conditions of
outer space environment as nearly as
possible.

I 3. A cold gas reaction attitude control system
should be designed so that the solenoid valves

I have the slowest possible response time because
a fast response time causes high stresses and
thus a short life.
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4. The reaction gas should have a minimum moisture
content to prevent to the extent possible, the
formation of ice between the poppet and 6eat.

5. The use of nitrogen as the reaction gas is re-
commenued because it exhibits lubricating char-
acteristics.

6. The complete attitude control system should be
free of all foreign matter and particles. The
use of filters Is also recommended.
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